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Through more than 300 glorious illustrations from library collections around the globe, you'll

discover a wealth of book lore in these pages and gain a new appreciation for the role of books in

human society, from our earliest attempts at writing and recording information to the newest

electronic books; from sumptuous illuminated and bejeweled medieval manuscripts to Gutenberg

and the invention of movable type; from the diverse arts and crafts of bookmaking to the building of

magnificent libraries for housing treasured volumes; from the ancient epic of Gilgamesh to the plays

of Shakespeare and the tales of Beatrix Potter; and from the earliest illustrated books to

revolutionary science texts.
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Gorgeously illustrated with pictures from library collections all over the world, "The Smithsonian

Book of Books" is a bibliophile's paradise. As Michael Olmert shows us, books became one of the

world's most powerful means of disseminating information and entertainment. Can anybody imagine

life without books?We learn how books developed from the papyrus and parchment rolls of the

Egyptians and Greeks to the Roman codex, which transformed the book into the shape we know

today, and how "people of the Book" -- Christians, Jews and Muslims, produced glorious volumes

meant to teach the word of God. But these masterpieces were made by hand, every word and every

stitch; they weren't for the the great unwashed masses. The Middle Ages, with their gloriously

illuminated religious tomes sandwiched between jeweled covers that were worth a prince's ransom,



turned out books that were museum pieces; some more famous examples of illumination were the

"Tres Riches Heures of Jean Duc of Berry", and the Irish "Book of Kells". The spread of handwritten

books for keeping accounts made possible the development and spread of commerce during the

Renaissance. But the Gutenberg revolution, the development of movable type, brought books down

from the rarefied atmosphere of prized possessions for the rich alone, and made books and the

dissemination of knowledge and information available to everyone.Olmert relates in detail how

books were made, the development of different typefaces, and writes two fascinating chapters on

the crafts of bookmaking and bookbinding. There are also chapters on the role of illustration in

books by etching and engraving as well as drawing and painting, and how illustrations in texts were

used to teach as well as embellish.
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